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Illus. in full color. Youngsters can celebrate the 500th anniversary of Columbus's fateful voyage with

this dramatic, easy-to-read account of a pivotal moment in American history. "
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Age Range: 5 - 8 years
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Grade 1-3-- Describing Columbus's first voyage, Krensky writes in the present tense and asks a

number of questions, such as "What if the wind stops blowing?" to make readers aware of the

reasons for the sailors' fears and of Columbus's courage in attempting the trip. He includes some

facts about the crew and shipboard life. The writing is clear and objective, with no fictionalization. It

is less choppy than many beginning readers, but is easy enough for the intended audience. Green's

watercolor illustrations include maps showing the world of 1492 and that of today. Unfortunately

some of the colors are poorly reproduced, so that the Indians and several of the Spaniards appear

to have blue hair. Vicki Liestman's Columbus Day (Carolrhoda, 1991) contains more information

about the reasons for the voyage and the Spaniards' treatment of the Indians. Krensky's book adds

little that is new to the growing body of books about Columbus, but it is an acceptable purchase for

collections in which there is a demand for easy biographies. --Jean H. Zimmerman, Willett School,



South River, NJCopyright 1991 Reed Business Information, Inc.

Enlivened by attractive full-color artwork, including maps and a cutaway view of the ship, the

straightforward account is a good choice at this reading level."--Booklist.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â 

This is a wonderful introduction to the story of Christopher Columbus! The text is interesting, yet

easily understood and the illustrations are wonderful.I used it with my elementary school students

for many years..and am now sharing it with my granddaughters. I bought this edition to give to my

daughter-in-law who is also a teacher.

My kids and I really enjoyed this book. Helped me learn more about Christopher Columbus that I

didn't remember from school. I purchased it to help my kids prepare for presentations they had to do

for our homeschool co-op and it helped us out a lot! Loved all the pictures!

Great series; My kids loved it.

I'm a special education teacher and have used this book for twenty years. It's a non fiction book that

is easy to read for a struggling reader who is older but needs a book that doesn't feel like a "baby

book."

Very pleased with the book and the service

Quality product; easy transaction; prompt delivery; highly recommend!!

1st or 2nd graders -- this is good for a biography book report. Surprisingly good illustrations -- this

covers Columbus's first voyage.

I can't wait to read this book to my class this year. I would order from this company again.
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